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m¶Nzäý [p]in]S]t]/
Chapter 1
Section 1

Volume 3

t]sm]E s] hov]]c] | ©e iv]§e v]eidt]vy]e, wit] h sm] |
y]t]/ b—ýÀõiv]dõo v]dõint], p]r] c] Av] ap]r] c] ||
4.

1-1-4

5.

t]ˆ] ap]r], `&gv]ed: y]j]uv]e*d: s]]m]v]ed: aT]v]*v]ed:,
ix]X]], äýlp]:, vy]]äýrN]\, in]ru•\, Cnd:, jy]oit]S]\, wit] |
aT] p]r], y]y]] t]t]/, aX]r\ aiD]g]my]t]e ||

1-1-5

y]t]/ t]t]/, a¨exy]\, ag—Áõ\, ag]oˆ]\, av]N]*m]/
ac]X]u: Ûoˆ]\, t]t]/ ap]]iN]p]]d\ |
in]ty]\, iv]B]u\, s]v]*g]t]\, s]us]UXm]\,
t]t]/ avy]y]\, y]t]/ B]Ut]y]oin]m]/, p]irp]xy]int] D]Ir]: ||

1-1-6

6.

x]On]ä approached Angiras in the proper manner as a recognized
teacher for b—ýÀõiv]§, with Ûõ£] and devotion, and asked this question:
As we saw last time,

äýism]n]/ n]u B]g]v]o iv]#]]t]e
s]v]*im]d\ iv]#]]t]\ B]v]it], Wit] - Knowing which, recognizing the true nature of which alone,
the true nature of every object in this creation, including the creation itself, becomes
known, becomes clearly and definitely recognized, becomes self-evident? "
That was

x]On]ä's question. Now the Upanishad teaching begins.

t]sm]E s] hov]]c] | ©e iv]§e v]eidt]vy]e, wit] h sm] |
y]t]/ b—ýÀõiv]dõo v]dõint], p]r] c] Av] ap]r] c] ||
4.

1-1-4

t]sm]E s] hov]]c] - Accepting x]On]ä as a worthy disciple for him to teach b—ýÀõiv]§
h - indeed, reporting the event just as it happened, the Upanishad says
t]sm]E (x]On]ä]y]) s]: aiM/g]rs]/ [v]]c] - to x]On]ä, the interested disciple, Angiras the
teacher,
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[v]]c] -

said as follows, meaning, Angiras taught the entire
as follows.
Here Angiras, the teacher, talks, and
and devotion. Angiras says:

x]On]ä

m¶Nzäý [p]in]S]t]/

to

x]On]ä

the disciple, listens attentively with

Ûõ£]

©e iv]§e v]eidt]vy]
©e iv]§e - There are two distinct kinds of knowledge
v]eidt]vy] - both must be known, both kinds of knowledge must be acquired, understood,
appreciated, realized and recognized, clearly and definitely by every discerning person.
©e iv]§e v]eidt]vy] is an expression of Vedic command, just like s]ty]\ v]d D]m]*m]/ c]r

sv]]Dy]]y]]t]/ m]] p—ým]d: etc. It is addressed to every person who wants to become a truly
educated person, fit for gaining Total Fulfillment in life. What are those kinds of
knowledge?

p]r] c] Av] ap]r] c]

- They are (Av]) indeed, certainly (because it is confirmed by all

knowledgeable people) p]r] iv]§ - the Supreme Knowledge, That Knowledge which is
totally independent of every other kind of knowledge, and hence, the Higher
Knowledge, and ap]r]iv]§ - That Knowledge which is not Supreme Knowledge, that
knowledge which is always dependent on some other knowledge, and hence, the lower

ap]r]iv]§ (two words)
is same as ap]r]iv]§ (one word). p]r] iv]§ (two words) is the same as p]r]iv]§ (one
knowledge. (We may note here, simply as a matter of grammar,
word)

wit] h sm] - as it is well known. Well known to whom?
y]t]/ b—ýÀõiv]d: v]dõint],
y]t]/ v]ed]T]*y]#]]:, p]rm]]T]*dix]*n]: v]dõint] - That is what the knowers of the content of all the
Vedas, and those who have understood, appreciated, realized and recognized The
Absolute TRUTH pointed out by all the Vedas and Upanishads say

p]r] iv]§ is p]rm]]tm] iv]§ - b—ýÀõiv]§ - b—ýÀõ i#ò}]n]\ - Wìv]rõ #]]n]\ - The knowledge about
the Supreme Being, the Self of every being in this creation, the Knowledge about the
subject "I" Itself in every self, and That is "Higher Knowledge" - ˜tm] #ò}]n]\ - Self
Knowledge.
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D]m]*-aD]m]* s]]D]n] t]t]/ ’ýl] iv]S]y]]: -

Knowledge about virtue and vice,

means and ends, actions and their results, etc.; in brief, all forms of objective knowledge,
all that is "Lower Knowledge."
How can there be such a thing as higher and lower with respect to knowledge? The
words higher and lower refer only to their relative usefulness for any one to reach the
highest destination in human life, to realize the highest purpose of human life, the p]r\

p]uruS]]T]**, The m]oX], Total Fulfillment in life. Therefore, the Upanishad says:

©e iv]§e v]eidt]vy]e - p]r] c] ap]r] c] Av] - There are two distinct kinds of knowledge,
namely p]r] iv]§, and ap]r]iv]§, and both must certainly be acquired, understood,
appreciated, realized and recognized for any person to be able to gain Total Fulfillment
in life. This is the same message we have heard already in WxÅvÅsy] [p]in]S]t]/

iv]§]\ c] aiv]§]\ c] y]: t]t]/ vàdõ [B]y]> s]hõ |
aiv]§yÅ m³ty¶\ tÆtvÅ* iv]§yÅ am³t]\ aœutà ||

WxÅ - 11

Here iv]§ refers to p]r] iv]§ and aiv]§ refers to ap]r]iv]§. A clear understanding
and appreciation of some field of objective knowledge, followed by Self -knowledge, is
absolutely necessary for anyone to make oneself fit for gaining Total Fulfillment in life.
That is what is conveyed by the Upanishad words ©e iv]§e v]eidt]vy]e.
Accordingly, in this opening section of this Upanishad, the teacher introduces briefly both

ap]r]iv]§ and p]r] iv]§ in that order. We must note here that even though x]On]ä
himself did not ask for ap]r]iv]§, and he only asked for p]r] iv]§, the teacher does not
straight away talk about p]r] iv]§. Instead, he introduces the p]r] iv]§ Itself by saying
"there are indeed two distinct types of knowledge to be gained. One is ap]r]iv]§ and
the other is p]r] iv]§ "
He does so because he wants to distinguish p]r] iv]§ from every other kind of
knowledge, since there can always be some doubt in one's mind whether knowledge
such as p]r] iv]§ does really exist. If it does, it is surely a matter for wonder. Anybody
will wonder, how, knowing one kind of knowledge, every other kind of knowledge
becomes known. In order to eliminate that doubt, he makes it clear, at the outset, that
there are indeed two mutually distinct kinds of knowledge.
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In the pursuit of ap]r] iv]§ - objective knowledge, whatever you know, it is only that
much you know, and nothing more. Again, whatever you know is only about a few of the
infinite number of objects in this creation. Even with respect to an object, which you think
you know very well, there are many components, many aspects of that object about
which you are ignorant. The more you enquire about what you think you know, you only
end up recognizing more objects of ignorance. Thus, continued pursuit of any area of
objective knowledge leads you only to more and more objects of ignorance, and
nothing more.

p]r] iv]§, the situation is entirely different. The subject matter of p]r]
iv]§ is b—ýÀõn]/, The p]rõmàìv]rõ, The a]tm]], The Self I, in every self there is. That b—ýÀõn]/ is
not one of the objects in this creation. That b—ýÀõn]/ includes all objects in this creation,
In the pursuit of

including the creation itself, and at the same time, It transcends all objects in existence.

Thus, the continued pursuit of p]r] iv]§, b—ýÀõ i#ò}]n]\, Wìv]rõ #]]n]\, a]tm] #ò}]n]\ - Self
Knowledge, leads naturally to the all-inclusive Pure Knowledge, transcending all forms

of ignorance. It is That p]r] iv]§ that is unfolded by every Upanishad, including this
Upanishad, which we will see as we progress.
The Upanishad continues. First it points out what is
what is p]r]

iv]§. The Upanishad says:

ap]r] iv]§, and then, it points out

t]ˆ] ap]r], `&gv]ed: y]j]uv]e*d: s]]m]v]ed: aT]v]*v]ed:,
ix]X]], äýlp]:, vy]]äýrN]\, in]ru•\, Cnd:, jy]oit]S]\, wit] |
aT] p]r], y]y]] t]t]/, aX]r\ aiD]g]my]t]e ||
5.

1-1-5

t]ˆ] - Of these two kinds of knowledge
ap]r] - `&gv]ed:, y]j]uv]e*d:, s]]m]v]ed:, aT]v]*v]ed: - the ap]r] iv]§ is every kind of objective
knowledge indicated in äm]* ä]Nz of Rig Veda, Yajur Veda, Sama Veda and Atharva
Veda, which include very many areas of knowledge such as:
ix]X]] - phonetics, correct pronunciation of Vedic words, and early training in Vedic life

äýlp]:

- the know-how, the proper techniques for the effective performance of Vedic

rituals

vy]]äýrN]\ - grammar of Vedic language helpful for gaining x]bdõ #]]n]\ - word meaning of
Vedic sounds (Vedic language is spoken Sanskrit)

in]ru•\

- Etymology, the Vedic lexicon (such as
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Cnd: - metrics, prosody, the laws governing the setting up of words in the form of verses
jy]oit]S]\ - astronomy and mathematics helpful for predicting the movements of planets,
and their effects
wit] - etc., all these constitute

ap]r] iv]§

forms of objective knowledge, or the "lower

knowledge" or the "pre-requisite knowledge" helpful for a person in one's pursuit of

i#ò}]n]\, p]r] iv]§.

The areas of objective knowledge indicated above do not exhaust all areas of

iv]§.

b—ýÀõ

ap]r]

They are just meant to illustrate that only all areas of objective knowledge

unfolded in the äm]* ä]Nz of the Vedas constitute ap]r] iv]§, and, even though the
Upanishads also form part of the Vedas, learning to recite the words of the Upanishads
correctly, simply as an assemblage of words, without any real understanding and
appreciation of their contents, is also only ap]r]

iv]§.

In this connection, we must also clearly understand that all areas of objective knowledge

recognized in the past and variously elaborated in the äm]* ä]Nz of the Vedas, and, in
addition, all areas of objective knowledge recognized at present and extensively
elaborated and practically used in our present day educational, professional and worldly
life, and, also, in addition, all further areas of objective knowledge which will be
recognized in the future, all of them are only the manifold manifestations of the ever

evolving and ever expanding nature of the äm]* ä]Nz of the Vedas, which is endless, by
its very nature. Consequently, every one of us is an active pursuer and practitioner of
some little segment of the

äm]* ä]Nz of the Vedas in our own every day life.

While a significant level of proficiency in some field of objective knowledge is a
necessary prerequisite for the successful pursuit of p]r] iv]§, b—ýÀõ i#ò}]n]\, no field of
objective knowledge can give a person

p]r] iv]§, b—ýÀõ i#ò}]n]\. Then, what is p]r] iv]§,

b—ýÀõ i#ò}]n]\? The Upanishad says:
aT] p]r], y]y]] t]t]//, aX]r\ aiD]g]my]t]e
aT] - Then, after gaining adequate

proficiency in one's chosen field of

ap]r] iv]§,

objective knowledge, then

p]r] - one must undertake the pursuit of p]r] iv]§, because, as pointed out earlier
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©e iv]§e v]eidt]vy]e

- both ap]r] iv]§ and p]r] iv]§ must be known, both kinds of
knowledge must be sought, acquired, understood, appreciated, realized and recognized,
clearly, definitely, in order to gain Total Fulfillment in life. That p]r] iv]§ is:

y]y]] t]t]/ /, aX]r\ aiD]g]my]t]e
t]t]/ y]y]] - That knowledge by which
aX]r\ aiD]g]my]t]e - That which is aX]r\, That which is never subject to change, decay or
disappearance, That which is ever existent and immortal

aiD]g]my]t]e p—ý]py]t]e - is gained, is reached, is recognized as It is.
By the above statement, the Upanishad points out that from

ap]r] iv]§ - from any field

X]r\ #ò}]n]\ - knowledge about some thing which is
from p]r] iv]§, one gains aX]r\ #ò}]n]\ - knowledge

of objective knowledge, one gains only

ever subject to change, and only
about something which is ever- existent and never subject to change.

B]g]v]t]/ g]It]] (G 8 - 3), aX]r b—ýÀ p]r\õ - That aX]r\ #ò}]n]\ is
only b—ýÀõ i#ò}]n]\ - Wìv]rõ #]]n]\ - ˜tm] #ò}]n]\ - Self Knowledge. Again, as the t]Ei–]rIy]
[p]in]S]t]/ / says:
As we have seen already in

b—ýÀiv]t]/ a]pn]oit] p]r\ - gaining That b—ýÀõ i#ò}]n]\, one gains, one reaches, one recognizes
That aX]r b—ýÀõn]/ Itself, one recognizes a]tm]]õ, The Self I, as b—ýÀõn]/, as p]rõmàìv]rõ Itself.
Further, if That

aX]r b—ýÀõn]/

is only one of the many Beings which exist in this creation,

aX]r b—ýÀõn]/ /, one cannot know the nature of every other
Being in this creation. On the other hand, if That aX]r b—ýÀõn]/ alone is the true nature of

then knowing the nature of That

every being in this creation, including this creation itself, which is indeed the case, then,
by knowing the nature of That One
being in this creation, including
question.

aX]r b—ýÀõn]/, one knows the essential nature of every
the creation as a whole, which answers x]On]äý‘s

Therefore, in the next verse, the Upanishad unfolds the nature of what is indicated by
the word aX]r\ in the expression y]y]] t]t]//, aX]r\ aiD]g]my]t]e
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y]t]/ t]t]/, a¨exy]\, ag—Áõ\, ag]oˆ]\, av]N]*m]/
ac]X]u: Ûoˆ]\, t]t]/ ap]]iN]p]]d\ |
in]ty]\, iv]B]u\, s]v]*g]t]\, s]us]UXm]\,
t]t]/ avy]y]\, y]t]/ B]Ut]y]oin]m]/, p]irp]xy]int] D]Ir]: ||

6.

1-1-6

y]t]/ (aX]r\) t]t]/ D]Ir]: p]irp]xy]int]
y]t]/ y]t/ -That which is aX]r, That which is never subject to change, That ever existent,
unchanging, unchangeable Supreme Being, That aX]r b—ýÀõn]/, The a]tm]], The Self I,
The p]rõmàìv]rõ already in oneself and indeed in every self, That aX]r is what
D]Ir]:– D]Irp]uruS]]: The Enlightened People, the #]]n]Is
p]ir p]xy]int]– p]irt]: p]xy]int] see very clearly in everything everywhere at all times.
y]t]/ aX]r\ t]t]/ D]Ir]: p]irp]xy]int] - That which is indicated by the word aX]r\, That aX]r
b—ýÀõn]/ is what the D]Ir p]uruS]s - the enlightened people see very clearly in everything,
everywhere at all times.
Such D]Ir

p]uruS]s are those who are Self-realized #]]n]Is, who have av]&–] c]X]u:

(äQ 4-1), who have the ability to turn all of one's sense organs and the mind, together
with all actions governed by them, inwards, towards one's
Reality of one's own self.

b]uiõ£

to explore the Absolute

D]Ir p]uruS]s, the #]]n]Is endowed with x]u£ ant]: ärN] - absolutely pure mind and
b]uiõ£, together with äým]* y]og] b]uiõ£, #]]n] l]X]N] Wìv]rõ B]i• and the attitude of p]UN]* Wìv]r
x]rN]]g]it]õ, and ever being in the state of #]]n] in]SQ] - they do see very clearly
everywhere at all times That aX]r b—ýÀõn]//, That p]rõmàìv]rõ in everything, including
Such

themselves.
What exactly do they see? What exactly they see is indicated here by the following
pointer words:

a¨exy]\, ag—Áõ,\ ag]oˆ]\, av]N]*m]/ ac]X]u: Ûoˆ]\, ap]]iN]p]]d\, in]ty]\i, iv]B]u\ i, s]v]*g]t]\, s]us]UXm]\,
avy]y]\ and B]Ut]y]oin]m]/ - That is what they see.
We will see these Upanishad words in detail next time.
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